
Product Overview



Intensa wants to change the current environment by offering one of the largest 

color stories for medical and laboratory settings. We have multiple textile collections 

with extensive color palettes, matching patterns and non-PVC vinyls. Plus, we 

accept preapproved COM to match your specific design needs. Our color offering, 

combined with multiple casework finishes, provides interior designers with unlimited 

opportunities to incorporate color into their setting.
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Intensa physician exam stools offer a variety of styles and options 

including varying height adjustments, multiple caster options as 

well as three distinct base options.

Physician Seating



Intensa’s laboratory seating is comprised of many designs, price points 

and functions to suit any type of lab environment.  
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Intensa offers two choices of exam tables. The 460 is a 

power table with power assisted back and the 420 is an 

exam table with pass through drawers, storage drawers 

and 5 position stirrups. 

Exam Room Tables
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IV Poles/Infusion Pump Stands are 

offered with both a four and two hook 

system with a flat aluminum finish.

IV / Infusion
Pump Poles

131-2134-2136-2

Stainless steel kick buckets are 

offered with an overall height of 

12” and two options for hampers 

are offered with both a round and 

square tilt top.

Hampers /
Buckets

153154160

Intensa offers utility carts in both 

plastic and heavy duty materials 

with three shelves.

Rolling Carts

141143 & 142144
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Intensa guest seating offers a variety of styles for patient comfort, providing both 

function and design for your exam patients with unlimited color/pattern selection. 

Patient Seating

241243  

Intensa offers both standard and bariatric 

blood draw chairs with adjustable arm 

heights, helping to eliminate stress and 

strain from bending during the procedure.

Phlebotomy /
Blood Draw
Seating

620 610620
DOUBLE-L

Intensa offers a variety of Overbed Tables with 

a heavy duty steel base and laminated tops.

Overbed Tables

177179-U
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Intensa offers three styles of exam 
lamps to meet a variety of needs in 
the exam room environment. Four 
options of step stools are offered in 
chrome with an optional handrail.

Exam Room
Equipment
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